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Abstract 

This taper considers two finger antipodal point grasp
ing o arbitrarily shaped 2-D and 3-D objects. We in
troduce an object function which maps a finger contact 
space to the obiect surface. Conditions are developed 
to identify the feasible grasping region, :F, in the fin
ger contact space. We introduce a "grasping energy 
function," E, which is proportional to the distance 
between two grasping points. The antipodal points 
correspond to critical points of E in :F. Optimization 
and/ or continuation techniques are used to find these 
critical points. In particular, we apply global optimiza
tion techniques to find the "maximal grasp". Further, 
we introduce modelling techniques for representin~ 2-
D and 3-D objects using B-spline curves and spherical 
product surfaces. 

1. Introduction 

This paper considers two-fing_er antipodal point grasps. 
Antipodal points on an object have surface normal vec
tors which are collinear and opposite in sense. With 
appropriate finger contact conditions, antipodal point 
grasps guarantee force closure. We address two is
sues: (1) how to describe natural and man-made ob
jects with smooth boundaries; and (2) how to find the 
antipodal point pairs on such objects. We also con
sider the problem of finding the maximal grasp, which 
is the pair of antipodal points which are maximally 
separated on the object surface. 

Grasp synthesis for polygonal objects has been consid
ered by several authors, including [10,12]. Antipodal 
points on smooth objects are also considered in [7] in 
order to implement a "finger gait" form of object ma
nipulation. However no explicit algorithm is given to 
find them. We note that in (6], Faverjon finds the inde
pendent grasp region for force closure grasp by using 
a cell decomposition technique. However, the maxi
mal grasp or the antipodal point grasps may not lie in 
the maximal grasp rectangle, and this paper did not 
consider expanding grasps. 

To find antipodal points on smooth objects, we de
fine a grasping energy function which is proportional to 
the distance between the two fingertips. The critical 
points of this function which lie in the feasible grasping 
region in the finger contact apace correspond to pairs of 
antipodal pomts. The energy maximum corresponds 
to the maximal grasp. To model natural and man-made 
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objects we introduce 2-D and 3-D representation sys
tems based on spline functions and spherical product 
surfaces. We demonstrate with examples the aJ?plica
tion of our scheme to objects modelled with this rep
resentation system. A more complete exposition can 
be found in [5]. 

2. Antipodal Point Grasps on 3-D Objects 

2.1 Two-Dimensional Object Functions 

Assuming that a planar object is smooth and devoid 
of holes, its closed boundary curve can be described or 
closely approximated by a parametric curve [:c(s), y(a)], 
where 11 E J, = [110, s1]. 

Definition 2.1 A 2-dimensional object function 02v : 
I, -+ R2 is defined by: 

02D(11) = [z(a), y(11)], 't/11 E J, (2.1) 
• • 12 ,2 

Since the obJect is smooth, :c (11)+y (11) > O, 't/11 E J,, 
where :c' = ¥,- and y

1 = *" The unit tangent vector 
on 02D is given by t = [:c'(11), y1(a)]/[:c 12 (11) + y'

2 (a)]112 . 
The outward normal vector n has two different forms 
depending on the direction of parametrization. Let 
llnll = [:c'2 (11) + y12 (11)] 112 , then 

_ { [-y'(a), :c'(a)J/llnll, for a clockwise; 
n - [y'(11), -:z:'(a)J/llnll, for 11 counter clockwise. 

Denote the two finger contact points on O:iv by Pl = 
0 2v(s1) and P2 = 0 2v(112). The ordered pair (111 1112)1 

termed a grasp configuration in [6], represents a two
finger grasp on object 02D(11). 

Definition 2.2: The planar finger contact apace, C2 1 of 
the object 0 2v : J, -+ R 2 is the Cartesian product of 
the domain of 0 2D. Typically, C2 = I, x I,. 

C2 contains all possible 2-finger grasp configurations. 

2.2 The Feasible Grasping Region of a 2-D Object 

Let p and P2 denote the two J>Oints on the object sur
face corresponding to (11 11 112). We assume that the two 
finger contacts are pomt contact with friction. Force 
closure is achieved at (11i, 112) iff the line segment P1P2 
lies in the friction cones at p1 and P2 [11]. 
A friction cone, S, at contact p consists of two sec
tors: one extending outside of the object is called 
the positive friction COne s+ I the Other extending in-
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Figure 1: Force closure grasps 

side the object is called the negative friction cone s
( fig.1 ). Both aqueezing graapa, where P1P2 falls inside 
s1 and s2 I and expanding graapa, where P1P2 lies in st 
and st, satisfy the force closure condition. A convex 
body can be grasped by squeezing grasp only. Non
convex bodies can admit both squeezing and expand
ing grasps. 
Assume that the friction coefficient, µ, is uniform on 
0 2D and denote CJ = cos(tan- 1 µ). Let ni and n2 be 
the normal vectors at p1 and p2. The conditions for a 
squeezing grasp are: 

/1(•1, 12) = ni · (P1 - P2)- CJ llP1 - P2ll > 0 (2.2) 

/2(11, 12) = n2 · (P2 - P1)- CJ llP2 - Pill > 0 (2.3) 

The conditions for an expanding grasp are: 

ft(11, •2) = ni ·(Pl - P2) +CJ i1P1 - P2ll < 0 (2.4) 

fi(11, 12) = n2 · (P2 - Pl)+ CJ i1P2 - Pill < 0. (2.5) 

Let F- = {(11, •2)111 > O, Ii > O; (•i. •2) E C2} 

P = {(ai, •2)lft < 0, ft < 0; (•i. •2) E C2}, 

F- represents all squeezing force closure grasps and 
J=+ represents all expanding force closure grasps. 

Definition 2.3 The 2-fingered feaaible grasping region, 
F, for 0 2D is the set F = J=- u t=+ in C2 containing 
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Figure 2: A 2-D object function 
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Figure 3: The feasible grasping regions 

all force closure grasp configurations in C2. Any grasp 
configuration in J= admits a two-finger force closure 
grasp. 

The geometry of J= is a function of 0 2p and µ. µ 
might be a function of the finger tip location, µ = µ(a). 
Here we assume µ is a constant. The feasible grasping 
regions for the object in fig.2 are shown in fig.3 for µ = 
0.2, 0.8 respectively. As µ -t o, J= shrinks to isolated 
points, lines, or patches which corres:pond to antipodal 
points. Antipodal point grasps remain force closure as 
µ --. O, and are thus robust with respect to variations 
ofµ,. Note that J= is symmetric with respect to the 
•1 = •2 line since (11, •2) and (12, •1) have the same 
force closure characteristics. 

2.3 Antipodal Points 

A pair of antipodal points Pl and p2 on an object 
satisfy the following conditions: 

(P1 - P2) · ti = 0 
(P2 - P1) · t2 = 0 

ni + n2 = 0 

(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 

where t11 t2 and ni, n2 are the unit tangent vectors 
and outward normal vectors at p1 1 P2 respectively. 

2.4 A Grasping Energy Function 

~ grasping energy function E: C2 --. R, which is propor
tional to the square of the length of p1p2, is defined 
as: 



(2.9) 

E can be interpreted as the energy of a spring, with 
spring constant"• connecting p1 and p:;i. 

Proposition 2.1 A pair of antipodal points, Pl and 
P2 1 on O:iD corresponds to a critical point of E. Con
versely, a critical point of E lying in :F corresponds to 
a I;>air of antipodal points on O:iD· The maximum of 
E is the maximal grasp. 

Proof: Let Pl and P2 be antipodal points. The unit 
tangent vectors at Pli P2 are: t, = 02D'(ai)/ll02D'(a,)ll 1 

(i = 1, 2). Substituting Pli p:;i, t 1, and t:i into (2.6-2.8), 
we get: 

[0:1D(•1) - 0:1D(s2)] · O:iD:(si) = 0 
llO:iD (a1)1i 

(2.10) 

[o (a)-0 ( )]·"2D'(s2>-
:ID 

2 2D 11 ll02D'(1:i)ll - O 
(2.11) 

[-7/(11), z'(s1)] + [-1/(1:1), z'(s:i)] = 0. (2.12) 

Let Sc = (s1c,B:ic) be a critical point of E. Sc satisfies: 

8
BE = 1e[O:iD(s1)- O:iD(•:i)] · O:iD1(•1) = 0 (2.13) 

Bl 

8BE = tc [O:iD(•:i) - O:iD(a1)] · 02D1(s:i) = 0. (2.14) 
B:;i 

Antipodal points Pl. and p:;i satisfy (2.13) and (2.14), 
and are therefore critical points of E. Conversely, a 
critical point of E does not necessarily satisfy (2.8) or 
(2.12). If sc lies in :F, the corresponding grasp points 
p1 1 p:;i and unit outward normal n1, n:i will satisfy 
ni · ~ = 1 and n:i · -2.!::.EL = 1 (or both equal to 

i1P1-P2i1 i1P2-P1i1 
-1), which implies that n1 and n:i are collinear and in 
opposite direction. Hence (2.8) holds and sc r~presents 
a pair of antipodal points. Since E is differentiable in 
the compact domain C:;i, E must achieve a maximum, 
Sm = (•m1 1 •m:i), in C2. It can be shown [5] that Bm is 
a point of antipodal points corresponding to the max
imal grasp.1 

The nature of the critical points of E depend upon the 
local geometry of the object near the antipodal points. 
Let (si, a;) denote an antipodal point pair. If O:iD is 
convex at •i and convex at 1;, E(si, 12) will be a local 
maximum. If the object is concave at both si and 
·~· the critical point will be a local minimum. If the 
object is convex at one antipodal point and concave 
at the other, the critical point may be a saddle point 
or a local minimum, depending on the relative local 
curvatures of the object function at si and 1;. The 
maximally separated antipodal points are necessarily 
locally convex. 

Proposition 2.1 sug~ests that antipodal points can be 
found. by optimization schemes or other methods for 
finding critical points of a function. In particular, the 
maximal grasp can be formulated as the constrained 
global optimization problem: 
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maximize 
subject to 

E(s1, s:i) = i tc llO:iD(s1) - O:iD(a:i)ll:i 
(s1, s:i) E :F 

Note that" can be adjusted to alter the speed of con
vergence in the numerical critical point finding process. 

3. Methods for Finding the Critical Points of E 

Numerical techniques which find the critical points of 
E are required to find antipodal points. Practically, 
we are more interested in finding the subset of critical 
points which are local and global maxima of E. These 
points correspond to antipodal points with local object 
convexity. In grasp planning, such points typically do 
not require additional calculations which check for ge
ometric interference between the grasping fingers and 
the object surface. 

Any suitable constrained optimization method can be 
used to find local maxima of E in :F [2]. The antipo
dal points found by these local methods will strongly 
depend on the procedure's initial conditions. Multiple 
random start methods [3] can be used to find all of 
the local critical points. Constrained global optimi
zation techniques [8] can be used to find the global 
maximum of E corresponding to a maximal grasp. 
We use a recently developed global optimization al
gorithm, termed TRUST [4]. TRUST uses a novel 
"tunneling" method which finds the global extrema 
by repeatedly escaping local extrema. Thus, on the 
way to finding the global solution, many local critical 
points, which correspond to feasible, but non-maximal, 
antipodal grasping points, are also identified. 

In practice, portions of the object surface may be oc
cluded by nearby objects, or not visible to a robot 
vision system which generates object models. In such 
cases, additional constraints can be added to the op
timizaton procedure to exclude these regions of the 
surface in the optimization process. 

Maximization methods will miss antipodal points which 
are saddle points or local minima of E. Local min
ima can easily be found by maximization of -E. All 
critical points of E can be found using continuation 
techniques [9]. These techniques are useful when the 
critical points of E do not form isolated sets, which 
occurs when the object contains parallel faces. 

4. Representations of 2-Dimensional Objects 

We will use cubic B-spline curves to represent irregu
larly shaped ol>jects. This modelling method is com
putationally efficient, produces surfaces with satisfac-
tory smoothness ( c:i continuity, which is required for 
many numerical schemes), and handles certain straight 
lines and sharp corners [13]. AB-spline curve is a col
lection of piecewise continuous cubic polynomial curve 
segments. If the parameter intervals for every seg
ments are equal, we call it a uniform cubic B-.spline 
curve. A uniform B-spline curve of n segments is the 
collection of curve segments having the form: 

where as, b,, cs, d, E R:i, i = 1, · · ·, n, and t is the 
curve segment parameter, t E I = [0, 1] . Let a be 
a global curve parameter accumulatmg the values of 



Figure 4: The energy function E 

local parameters t of each segment. For an n segment 
curve, 1 e [O, n]. 

U noccluded planar objects are modelled by closed cu
bic B-spline curves. The 2-dimensional object function 
02~ : I, :: In --. R2 for an object which is modelled by 
a closed B-spline of n segments is: 

O:w(•) = [z(1}1 11(•)] = a(a)ia + b(a)i2 + c(•}i + d(•) 
(4.2} 

where i = 1- L•J, 0 ~ • ~ n, (L•J = n <=> n ~ • < n+l), 
and a(•)= [az(•}, aw(•)]= Bi , if• E [i-1, i), i = 1 · · · n; 
a1 , if 1 = n. The definitions of b(a) , c(•) , and d(•) 
follow. The constants &ii h,, etc., in the interval i-1 ~ 

1 < i are the coefficients of the curve segment qi( t). In 
the closed curve case, the starting point must coincide 
with the ending point, i.e. Ornc(O) = 02Dc(n) = d1. 

When parts of the object are occluded by nearby ob
iects or unviewable from vision sensors, the object sur
face is modelled by one or more open B-spline curves. 
In the open curve case, the 2-dimensional object func
tion O:ID : In -t R2 has the same form as ( 4.2), only 
that i = •- L•i, ifo ~ • < n; 1, if•= n. And a(•)= &1 1 

if 1 e [i-1, i), , = 1 · · · n; an, if 1 = n. The definitions of 
b{a), c(a), and d(a) follow. If an object is described by 
( 4.2), E will be C2 continuous in C2 , and Proposition 
2.1 still holds. 

The approximate boundary curve of an actual 2-D ob
ject can be obtained experimentally as follows. Data 
points which are uniform are used as the knot points 
first, and then the control points of the uniform cubic 
B-spline curve which describe the boundary can be cal
culated by an inversion process described in [13]. Data 
points not uniformly distributed on the object can be 
converted to a uniform basis by the addition more data 
points derived from the non-uniform model. 

Example 1: The object in fig. 2 is assumed to be the 
approximation of a real object. The 8 real data points, 
rl · · · rs , shown in the figure are the knot points of the 
B-spline curve. The energy function E (where K. = 1) 
is shown in fig. 4. Table 1 lists the global maximum 
and local extrema of E found by TRUST. Since E is 
symmetric to •1 = •2 line, we list extrema with •1 > •2 
only. The corresponding maximal and antipodal point 
grasp locations are shown in fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: The maximal grasp and antipodal point 
grasps 

Table 1: Global and Local Extrema 
Extrema (•1,•2) P1(z, 11) P2(z, 11) 

Global Max (6.75, 2.67) (-0.67, 0.37) (0.74, -0.35) 
Local Max (5.23, 1. 72) (-0.65, -0.39) (0.75, 0.26) 
Local Min (7.78, 4.09) (-0.14, 0.50) (-0.16, -0.45) 

5. Antipodal Point Grasps on 3-D Objects 

This section extends the methodology for 2-D antipo
dal point grasping to 3-D grasping. We assume: a 
two-finger soft-contact model; that the object surface 
is smooth; and that µ is uniform on the object sur
face. With this two-finger contact model, force-closure 
is guaranteed if the line segment connecting the con
tact points lies in both of the negative (or positive) 
friction cones [ll]. 
We assume that the 3-dimensional objects are devoid 
of holes, and thus are homeomorphic to a sphere. 

Definition 5.1 A 3-dimensional object function OaD : 
52 --. Ra is defined by: 

OaD(u) = [z(u),y(u),z{u)], u e 5 2 (5.1) 

The finger contact space of OaD is Ca = 52 x 52 . Every 
(ui. u2) e Ca represents a 2-fingered grasp on OaD· 

The conditions for squeezing and expanding force clo
sure grasps are similar to 2-aimensional case and bear 
the same form as (2.2-2.5). One can derive inequalities 
analogous to (2.2-2.5) which define feasible grasping 
regions: g1(ui. u2) > O, 92'(u1 1 u2) > O, gt(u1 1 u2) < O, 
and gf (u1 1 u2) < 0. Let 

g- = {(u1, u:i)ID1 > O,g2 > O; (ui. u2) e Ca} 

g+ = {(u1, u2)lgt < O, gf < O; (ui. u2) e Ca}, 

g- and g+ represent all squeezing and expanding force 
closure grasps in Ca. The 2-fingered feasible grasping 

region of 03D is the set g = g- u g+. g is also sym
metric with respect to the hyperplane u1 = u2. 

A 3-D grasping energy function, E: Ca --. R, which is 
similar to (2.9) can be defined as: 



Ea(u1, u2) = } "llP1 - P211
2 

(5.2) 
= } K. l!Oav(u1) - Oav(u2)112 

Proposition 5.1 A pair of antipodal points, Pl and 
p2 1 on Oav corresponds to a critical pomt of Ea. Con
versely, critical points of Ea in g, correspond to an
tipodal point pairs. The maximum of E is a maximal 
grasp. 

The proof of this proposition is completely analogous 
to that of Proposition 2.1. However, the optimization 
of Ea is difficult to implement because Ca = 52 x 52 
cannot be parametrized by a single set of global param
eters. The following 3-D object representation system 
overcomes this difficulty. 

6. Representation of 3-Dimensional Objects 

A 3-dimensional apherical product aurface s : Iu x I,, -+ 

Ra is defined as [1): 

s(u, 11) = f(u) ® g(11) 
= [li(u)91(11),/i(u)92(11) 1 /2(u)] (6.1) 

where f(u) and g(u) are 2-D curves: 

f(u) = [/i(u), h(u)], 
g(11) = (91(11),92(11)], 

u E Iu = [uo, u1] (6.2) 
11 E I,, := [110, 111] (6.3) 

f(u) and g(11) were parametric trigonometric curves in 
[1). To represent a richer set of objects, we extend this 
definition to use B-spline curves, as in Section 4. Let 
f : Iu = Im -+ R 2 be an open cubic B-spline curve of 
m segments and g : I,, = In -+ R2 be a closed cubic B
spline curve of n segments. To guarantee smoothness, 
f(u) and g(11) must satisfy the following conditions: 

(R-1) f(u) and g(11) must be regular curves. 

(R-2) The curve f(u) intersects the y-axis at f(O) and 
f(m) only. The tangents f'(o) and f'(m) must 
have zero slope. 

(R-3) The tangent vector and the position vector of 
a point on g(11) are not parallel, i.e. g(11) t= 
"YK'(11) for some "Y t= o, or 919~ - 9i92 t= O. 

While the spherical product maps Im x In onto a sur
face diffeomorphic to 5 2, it is not a 1-to-1 mapping 
because the two polar points, Pn = s(O, v) and P• = 
s(m, v), v E In , have degenerate curve forms. How
ever, it can be shown [5] that the normal vectors at 
the polar points are well defined and continuous in the 
neighborhoods of Pn and P•. 

Thus we define a 3-D object function based on spher
ical product surfaces: 

Definition 6.1 The 3-D object function 03v : Im x 
In -+ R3 is defined to be the spherical product of an 
m-segment open cubic B-spline curve f( u) and an n
segment closed cubic B-spline curve g(11) satisfying (R-
1,2,3). 

Oav(u, 11) = f(u) ® g(v) ( 6.4). 
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Let Pl= 03v(ui.111) and P2 = 03v(u2,112) denote 
the finger contact positions. The finger contact space 
becomes Ca = Im x In x Im x In. A grasp configu
ration in Ca is denoted by u := ( ui. 111 1 u2 1 v2 ). Let 
03vu and 03v,, denote the surface tangent at point 
P = 03v( u•, 11•) along u and v directions respectively. 
The normal vector at p can be defined by: 

03vu x 03v,, 
n= ±110• x o• II. 

3Du 3Dv 

(6.5) 

except at Pn and P•. The sign of n depends on the 
directions of parametrization of curves f(u) and g(11). 
The unit outward normal vectors at polar points are 
np,. = [O, 0, 1] and np. = [O, o, -1]. Since the forms 
of the unit normal vectors are different between polar 
points and other points on the object, we divide the 
finger contact space C~ = {( ui. v1 1 u2 1 v2) I O 5 1'i 5 
m, 0 5 Vi 5 n, i = 1, 2J into six subsets to determine 
the feasible grasping region: 

Cai = { u I 0 < "' < m, 0 5 11i 5 n, i = 1, 2}, 

Ca2 = {u I u1 = 0, 0 < u2 < m, 0 5 11i 5 n, i = 1,2}, 

Caa = {u I u1 = m, O < u2 < m, O 5 Vi::; n, i = 1, 2}, 

Ca4 = {u I u2 = o, 0 < u1 < m, 0::; 11i 5 n, i = 1, 2}, 

Ca5 = {u I u2 = m, 0 < u1 < m, 0::; Vi::; n, i = 1, 2}, 

Cas = {(O, vi. 0, 112)1 (0, vi. m, 112) 1 ( m, 1111 01 112)1 

(m, 1111 m, v2) I 0 5 Vi 5 n, i = 1, 2}. 

Ca1 represents all two-finger grasps except at the po
lar points. CaJ and Caa represent grasp configurations 
where finger 1 is located at Pn or P• while finger 2 is 
located anywhere except at the polar points. Ca4 and 
Ca5 are similar to Ca2 and C3a with finger 1 and finger 
2 switching roles. Ca6 represents four grasps: finger 
1 and 2 both at Pn or P• (which we typically would 
ignore due to physical limitations), finger 1 at Pn and 
finger 2 at p,, finger 1 at P• and finger 2 at Pn· 
The feasible grasping subregions, g;, in each subset 
Cai are derived by substituting (6.5), np,., and np. 
into (2.2-2.5). The feasible grasping region in Ca is 
the union of the feasible grasping subregions in each 
subset, i.e., g• = u~=l g; where g; C Cai i = 1," ""I 6. 

We can formulate the modified 3-D grasping energy 
function, Ea : Ca -+ R a.s: 

Ea(ui. 11i, u2, 112) = } "llP1 - P21! 2 

= }"ll03D*(u1,v1)-0av*(u2,112)112 . 
(6.6) 

The critical points of Ea in g• are antipodal points. 
Similarly, the maximal grasp can be defined as the 
global maximum of Ea. The constrained optimization 
or continuity methods discussed in Section 3 are ap
plied to each subregion, Cai separately. 

Example 2: The spherical product surface f(u) ®_g(11) 
is shown in fig. 6. The results of using__TlltJST in 
each of the subregions of Ca is listed in Table 2 and 
the corresponding grasps are shown in fig. 7. We list 
extremums with u1 < u2 only. 



viewpoint(l.3,-2.4,2) 
Figure 6: A 3-D object function 

Table 2: Global and Local Extrema 
Global ( u1 1 111 1 u:i, 112) (1.39, 0.07, 2.95, 4.00) 

Max P1(:i:, y, z) (0.01, 0.48, 0.21) 
P:i(:i:, y, z) (-0.07, -0.64, -0.48) 

Local ( u1 1 111 1 u:i,112) (1.44, 4.00, 2.98, 0.07) 
Max P1(:i:, y, z) (-0.06, -0.55, 0.20) 

P:i(:i:, y, z) (0.01, .56, -0.49) 
Local ( u1, 111, u:,i, 112) (1.10, 2.01, 3.16, 6.07) 
Max P1(z 1 y1 z) (0.37, -0.05, -0.27) 

P:i(:i:, y, z) (-0.44, -0.01, -0.56) 
Local (u1 1 111, u2, 112) (1.10, 6.07, 3.16, 2.00) 
Max P1(:i:, y, z) (-0.38, o.oi, 0.28) 

P:i(:i:, y, z) (0.44, 0.06, -0.59) 
Local ( u1, 111 1 u:i,112) (0.0, 0.0, 4.0, 2.0) 
Max P1(:i:, y, z) (0.0, 0.0, 0.4) 

P:i(:i:, y, z) (0.0 0.0 -0.7) 

7. Conclusion 

This eaper considered antipodal point grasping of ar
bitrarily shaped smooth 2-D and 3-D objects. The 
analysis was simplified by introducing an object func
tion which mapped a finger contact space to the ob
ject surface. The object function and the force clo
sure grasp conditions were used to identify the feasi
ble grasping regions of both squeezing and expanding 
~rasps in the finger contact space. A simple grasp
ing energy function was introduced, and it was shown 
that all antipodal J>Oints on the object correspond to 
the critical points of the energy function in the feasible 
grasping regions. This approach can be used with any 
object whose boundary can be described by continu
ous functions. In this paper we introduced a particular 
modelling method based on B-spline curves and an ex
tension of spherical product surfaces. These modelling 
techniques can exactly model or closely approximate 
a wide variety of man-made and naturally occurring 
physical objects. Further, these B-spline modelling 
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Figure 7: The max grasp and antipodal point grasps 
on a 3-D object 

methods are well suited to the generation of object 
models from computer vision data. However, other 
modelling schemes can be similarly used. 
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